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Cameroon in a nutshell: 
Location: West Central Africa 
Population: 19 million people 
Languages/Dialects: 280+ 
Size: Similar to California 
Climate: Depends on region:  
cool mountains, hot desert, mild 
plateau, humid rainforest. 
Status: 40% Christian, 40% Mus-
lim, but traditional religion still 
tempts both peoples. 

Here and back again… 
Greetings to new and continuing 
partners from Dallas, Texas! 

I just arrived in Texas in July for further 
training at GIAL (Graduate Institute of 
Applied Linguistics) before returning to 
Cameroon.  Upon returning to the U.S. in 
late April, I had a brief time to reconnect 
with family, friends, and churches I had 
not seen in almost 3 years.  If you have 
not heard from me yet, please call me at 
(434) 579-1687 or give me a buzz at the 
email address listed below. 

Thank you all for your continued 
partnership that makes this ministry 
possible. 

Life in Cameroon 
God has provided me with an eventful 2 
years in Cameroon, with new people, 
challenging travels, a lost friend, lots of 
learning, many courses, good health, and 
mostly a blessed mission.  I found a 
church, made new friends, and adjusted 
to life in the capital city of an African 
nation. To quote a common call and 
response in Cameroon: “Jesus is good all 
the time! And all the time, Jesus is 
good!” Over time, you settle in, but 
some days and events strike you and 
remind you that you’re living in Africa. 
Home is sort of a fluid concept, but I 
suppose I consider Africa home.  Language Technology Team: Kevin, Raymond, Marc, & me. 

Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics 

I entered my first 4-year term of service 
knowing that I would spend most of it in 
training. I continue with this training so the 
Lord can better use me to support transla-
tors in Africa.  

I’ve been accepted to continue my studies 
at the Graduate Institute of Applied Linguis-
tics for Fall 2012. I will be pursuing the Cer-
tificate in Applied Linguistics. This is not 
more French study, this means that I will be 
taking the same courses in learning, analyz-
ing, and translating languages that the 
translators receive.  With these new skills, I 
can return to supporting the technical 
needs of translators in Cameroon and 
throughout French-speaking Africa. This se-
mester includes phonetics, grammar, and 
sociolinguistics. 



Nicoline: Job: Househelp 
Origin: Cameroon 

Languages: Nso, English, French 
Spiritual Gifts: Hospitality & Prayer 

Nicoline, a Cameroonian lady working in the guest 
house where I lived, once confided to me that reading 
books is hard but reading the Bible is “soft”.  Transla-
tion continues in the Nso language, which will make the 
Bible even softer to people like Nicoline. Please pray for 
Nicoline as she searches for a new employer. 

Kibassa:  Job: Nuasue Translator 
Nationality: Cameroon 

Languages: Nuasue, French, English, German & others 
            Spiritual Gifts: Encouragement & Laughter 

Kibassa has had a heart for translation for decades.  As he 
analyzes newly-translated portions of scripture on his 
computer, you can be sure that he’ll soon be cracking jokes 
across several languages. The name of his language: 
“Nuasue” literally means “ours”. I can imagine the surveyor 
asking a villager “What language do you speak?” to which 
the villager responds “Ours, of course.” Nuasue it is. 

My Time in Language Technology  
I am part of a team that focuses on language 
technology in Cameroon.  The courses offered by 
our department present a unique opportunity to 
investigate and share advances in computer 
software and hardware, while also impacting 
processes used in translation and education in 
Cameroon. Computer courses covering Bible 
Translation and adaptation, dictionary making, and 
other skills have been held across the country for 
teams working on language development.   

Partnering with “Going Kompyuta” workshops, 
Cameroonian languages are moving not only into 
schools, but also into computers and onto the 
internet.  Some programs have been translated and 
several language projects have even started their 
own Wikipedia. This year’s advances include a 
revised version of the Cameroon virtual keyboard 
on Windows® and Linux Systems, and acceptance 
of this keyboard into future versions of all Linux 
products. 

The Outilingua (language tools) program is a long-
term project training Africans to do language 
technology support, further increasing sustainable 
development across Africa. 

Quality and accuracy of Bible translation continues 
to improve at a staggering pace.  Mother-tongue 
translators are trained to use tools like the United 
Bible Society’s program Paratext. Paratext offers 
dozens of ways to compare verses, spell-check, and 
find and correct errors and inconsistencies. After 
learning a new feature of Paratext, a translation 
consultant recently told a group of translators that 
they “had come at just the right time in history for 
Bible translation.”   

Next time: 

I’m switching over to a new newsletter system that 
will make sending quick updates and newsletters 
easier (and thus more frequent). I hope to get into  
more direct communication with each of you 
through this. 

 

 

 

 

Matthew Lee 

If I rise on the wings of 

the dawn,  

if I settle on the far side 

of the sea  

even there your hand 

will guide me,  

your right hand will 

hold me fast.  

Psalm 139:9-10 (NIV) 



‣ Nwa New Testament Dedication 

‣ Fundong Multilingual School 

‣ Bamenda Sunset 

‣ Joey, me, & Megan 

‣ Giving a presentation 
at the Goethe Institute 

‣ Yamba New Testaments 

‣ The Cameroon Team 

‣ The Peach Palace Crew 

‣ My Church ‣ My pastor’s family and Christy 


